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Abstract. Software development tools aimed at end-users tend to employ vari
ous forms of visual programming because these users find textual programming 
very difficult to learn. However, visual programming has known scalability is
sues. As an alternative, we propose hypertextual programming; a technique that 
represents the program as hypertext and allows the user to both browse it and 
manipulate it mainly by using navigation. This technique leverages the users’ 
ability to navigate in hyperspace, a widely available skill, to edit the program 
under development. In order to reap the benefits of this technique, adequate hy
pertextual editors must be built. Many of the lessons learned in the web engi
neering area can be used to deal with this problem. This paper discusses the 
state of the current research efforts behind this novel programming technique.

Keywords: hypertextual programming, hypermedial programming, end-user 
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1 IntroductionTextual programming languages force the user to “learn the arcane syntax and vocabulary conventions of the language” [2], Learning a text-based language constitutes a difficult and undesirable challenge for end-users doing software development.To mitigate this problem, visual programming techniques [4] have successfully been used in end-user development [3], However, visual programming is known to have scalability problems [5],The potential length and complexity of the end-user’s programs call for a representation of the program code as a set of manageable pieces that the user can both inspect and manipulate.Hypermedia (a.k.a. hypertext1) systems [6] provide interactive environments where users can navigate and manipulate a potentially vast network of interconnected pieces of information. This paper discusses the current research efforts on a programming technique based on the use of hypermedia development environments.
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1.1 Research Objectives

Research Question: How could hypermedia representations of programs be used to build better end-user oriented development tools?
General Objective: explore the potential use of hypermedia-based techniques in the creation of end-user oriented development environments.
Specific Objectives:- Select, elaborate and integrate a set of concepts, models and tools to be used in the design and implementation of end-user oriented development environments that both use and provide adequate support to the representation of computer programs as hypermedia systems.- Perform a detailed description of the fundamental features that a hypermediabased programming environment must have and define adequate vocabulary to refer to these elements, consistent with the concepts used in specialized literature.- Perform a critical comparison of the developed techniques against other editing and program visualization techniques.- Select and adapt existing hypermedia development methodologies to be used in the construction of hypermedia-based development environments.- Construct functional hypermedia-based development environments.- Study the use of these development tools to assess their efficacy.
1.2 Research MethodologyA technique that aims to construct hypermedia-based software development tools has to be both adequately defined and validated.In order to define this technique, we will provide: i) a formal definition of hyper- textual programming, and ii) a theoretical analysis that compares textual, visual and hypertextual programming. This analysis aims a providing a clear distinction between these techniques.In order to validate this technique, we will provide two hypertextual development environments that use hypertextual programming in different end-user oriented domains. One of the applications will be used for building general-purpose mashups. The second application, Benefit Catalog, uses hypertextual programming to build interactive rule-driven questionnaires to automatically generate health-care insurance policies.These applications offer two different kinds of empirical evidence to assess the effectiveness of hypertextual programming. Benefit Catalog is a real-world application used by health insurance domain-experts. The mashup tool will be used in laboratory experiments with end-users. Using different domains will help to assess how general this technique is and will also provide guidelines to identify areas where it may be more effective.
2 Hypertextual ProgrammingHypertext has been used in programming before. We reviewed three representative examples [10,11,12], In general, all of these tools and techniques assume that there are one or more underlying programming languages and use hypertext to rearrange and/or link the potentially different program sources with other documents and products of the 
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software engineering process [1], Although these development environments qualify as hypertext systems, they do not use navigation as a means to edit the source code.
2.1 DefinitionWe defined hypertextual programming (HTP, a.k.a. hypermedial programming) as a form of programming that uses navigation as the primary tool to inspect and edit the application code, and is supported by a computer system, called a hypertextual editor (a.k.a. hypermedial editor), that: i) represents the entire program source code as hypertext; and ii) allows all the possible finite language instances to be generated as navigation paths through it [1],OOHDM [7], a general Web engineering technique, can be used to construct a hypertextual editor for a domain-specific language [1], Other design guidelines like Web usability [8] and hypermedia design patterns [9,10] can be leveraged as well.
2.2 Comparison with Visual and Textual ProgrammingHTP does not force the end-user to learn a textual programming language. At the same time, HTP does not appear to have the vertical scalability problems that plague visual programming because large amounts of code can be organized in various interconnected views of the program code, if necessary, at different levels of abstraction [1],
3 Benefit CatalogAs a first example application, we participated in the development of Benefit Catalog, a hypertextual editor that is currently being used by end users to program dynamic health-care insurance policy configuration in a company in the United States [1],In this development tool, the various program components such as product templates, questions, answers, cost sharing components, benefit options and benefit service-levels are represented as navigational objects. Programs are developed by creating, modifying and removing these objects.Benefit Catalog is a hypertextual editor that has been used to effectively build complex programs by end-users in the health-care industry. This application is particularly important because the programs built by the end-users are very large and complex. This provides empirical evidence to substantiate the claim that this technique may be used to built scalable developing environments.We are currently in the process of making a detailed study to quantify the size and complexity of these programs, but our preliminary findings show that the size of these programs -as measured by units of instructions comparable to lines of code- is above 10.000 units. We know of no other documented cases of programs developed by endusers that have this size and complexity.
4 Conclusions and Future ResearchThinking of a Web application as a development tool that both represents and enables the modification of an underlying programming language constitutes a novel application of Web technology.
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Throughout this research we introduced the concept of hypertextual programming and provided a formal definition. We also provided guidelines to help construct development environments that employ this technique [1],We have compared hypertextual programming against visual and textual programming. HTP does not force the user to learn the syntax of a text-based language and also does not suffer from the vertical scalability problems that plague visual programming. However, a more detailed discussion of the differences between these techniques and how they draw on different human abilities to support programming activities is needed.The proposed research methodology has provisions to substantiate our claims around this technique both on theoretical and on empirical grounds. In the case of empirical evidence, we currently have a significant real-world example of this technique in the form of the Benefit Catalog application. A second hypertextual editor for building mashups and code-named Mashcraft is currently under development. We expect to perform laboratory experiments with this tool. Using these diverse forms of empirical validation will allow us to assess the effectiveness of this technique both under the view of domain-experts that need a practical solution and also under the controlled environment provided by laboratory experiments.Millions of users navigate the World Wide Web. Hypertextual programming leverages this widely available end-user skill to facilitate the construction of computer programs.
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